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Abstract
We extend the standard solution to comic rendering with a comic-style specular component. To minimise the
computational overhead associated with this extension, we introduce two optimising approximations, the
perspective correction angle and the vertex face-orientation measure. Both of these optimisations are
generally applicable, but, they are especially well suited for applications where a physically correct lighting
simulation is not required. Using our optimisations we achieve performances comparable to the standard
solution. As our approximations favour large models, we even outperform the standard approach for models
consisting of 10,000 triangles or more,, which we can render exceeding 40 frames per second, including the
specular component.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CSS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics] Picture/Image
Generation: Display algorithms; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics] Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism:
Color, shading, shadowing, and texture; I.4.3 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]Enhancements:
Geometric Correction.

Additional Keywords
Comic rendering; Cartoon rendering; Level-of-detail
measure; Non-photorealistic rendering; Perspectivecorrection; Phong lighting; Real-time; Shading maps.
1. Introduction
Non-photorealistic (NPR) rendering is quickly gaining
popularity in the graphics community. The main
supporting argument for NPR is an enormous creative and
expressive potential ([11], [13]). The comic or cartoon
style in particular is said to aid immensely in
communicating abstract and complex ideas in a very
limited amount of space ([9], [15], [20], [21], [22]). We
acknowledge the fact that many valid solutions to comic
rendering exist, but challenge the notion that it is a case
closed. Current work on comic-style rendering so far only
includes a diffuse light component to produce a typical
banded-shading look. In reality we find that many comics
approximate specular highlights using the shame bandedshading technique. This is often applied to depict shiny
objects like cars, weapons, glass, etc. Figure 1 shows
several comic-style objects exhibiting specular effects.
The reason for using specular highlights even in comics is
usually not an intended increase in realism, but to hint at
surface properties such as material and curvature.

The former eliminates per-vertex view-vector calculations
at the cost of additional triangles rendered (a trade-off
which performs favourably on all our test-systems). The
latter minimises the computations necessary to determine
the orientation of faces. While both approximations are
applicable individually and not limited to comic style
rendering, we show how they combine to produce specular
comic rendering virtually for free.

Figure 1 : Comic Elements with Specular effects (see
Section 6 for credits)

We thus extend the common comic rendering approach by
including a specular component into the lighting model
without diverging from the attempted banded-shading
look.

2. Related Work
Lander [10] uses the technique discussed in Section 2.2.
He renders objects with thick outlines and flat or
extremely banded shading, producing an inexpensive but
very convincing comic style look.

While doing so, we discuss two geometric
approximations, namely the perspective projection
correction angle and the vertex face orientation measure.

Lake et al. [9], while demonstrating their work in an
application using plug-ins (called Inkers) use very much
the same technique.
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A notable deviation from the prevailing theme is offered
by NVIDIA [23], featuring a hardware-dependent
mechanism called Vertex Programs [7]. By employing a
normalising cube map which is oriented relative to the
viewer, white on the front half and black on the back half,
the authors are able to produce a silhouette of varying
width. Special DirectX constructs (per-pixel normal dot
products) in combination with alpha-testing and multi-pass
rendering allow the authors to produce comic style images
which are 100% hardware accelerated under DirectX on a
GeForce graphics card. (Microsoft [17] publish related
work).
Markosian et al. present a paper [14] which extends their
original paper on the topic [8] and produces images of a
very distinct look (attempting to imitate the style of Dr.
Seuss [3]). They introduce new graphical units called
graftals and tufts. Graftals are stroke-based procedural
textures (in practice these are not textures in the technical
sense, but filled triangle-strips with dark outline) that can
change shape and appearance to accommodate level-ofdetail considerations. Tufts are structures that determine
the multiresolution behaviour of a group of graftals. In the
more recent paper, the authors address temporal coherence
by fixing graftals to object-geometry (similar to Meier’s
[16] approach, but placing is performed at least partly
manually, not unlike Cohen et al. [1]).
Hall [6] presents a technique which he calls “Comic-strip
rendering”, but which we categorise as a primarily
hatching style. It involves a two-stage rendering scheme
(intended for use with raytracing applications, i.e. non
real-time), in which the first part uses a well-established
lighting formula (e.g. Phong) to produce lighting
information. A second stage then uses this information
along with three-dimensional, procedural textures to
produce grid-lines on the surfaces of objects.
One very exciting paper by Luebcke [12] addresses all
common NPR renderers in one uniform and orthogonal
framework. The author places view-dependent particles on
the surface of a given object mesh (much like Meiers
approach [16]). A multi-resolution mesh is used to
increase rendering performance and create local regions of
varying spatial detail. The unified rendering-framework
then works in four discrete steps, allowing for a great deal
of customisation and utilising hardware-acceleration,
where possible, to render sketches, paintings or even
cartoons.
Gooch et al. [4] use cool-to-warm shifts in hue as well as
outlining in order to create technical illustrations based on
a simple perceptual model. They also show [5] how their
technique can be optimised to achieve real-time
performance.
There are other papers, like Opalach et al. [18] (deals with
squash and stretch effects that are commonly found in
animated cartoon strips), Corrêa et al. [2] (maps handdrawn textures on simple geometry for sophisticated cel
animation), Petrovic et al. [19] (generates semi-automatic
shadows from hand-painted scenes and simple geometric
information for cel animation) or ten Hagen et al. [24]
(performs facial animation on cartoon characters to
approximate expression reproduction), which deal with
various related topics, but in which the actual cartoonstyle rendering process is not the main focus.

While a variety of successful approaches and solutions to
comic rendering exist, none uses a specular light
component and the associated stylistic potential in order to
enhance the visual quality of their renderers.
2.1. Standard Comic style
From the work of other authors and a large selection of
popular cartoons, we can identify the following comic
characteristics (some examples are given in Figure 1):
•
•
•

A thick dark outline of the silhouette
Other thick dark lines detailing
characteristics
Uniform or very banded shading

object

Independent of the implementation details of a particular
comic-style renderer, all existing approaches use a
measure proportional to the diffuse light component in the
Phong reflection model according to Equation 1a).
Neglecting scene-specific constants, the variables of
interest to us are: N - the normal at a given point P; L - the
light-vector; V – the vector spanning from the viewer’s
position to the point P (which is not necessarily the
direction that the viewer is looking at); R – the reflected
light-vector; and n the shininess value.
Specular
Diffuse
Ambient

[

I λ = I aλ k a Odλ + f att I pλ k d Odλ ( N .L) + k s ( R.V ) n

]

R.V = L.V − 2( N .L)( N .V )
Equation 1 : Phong reflection model: a) Complete
equation; b) expanded R.V product
While the diffuse component is easily calculated and
sufficient to produce heavily banded shading, we argue
that the inclusion of the specular component extends the
creative potential of comic rendering through viewdependence and a wider selection of possible shading
maps (see Figure 9 for examples that cannot be achieved
with standard comic rendering).
2.2. Standard Approach
The standard approach, which we will be extending, is
based upon work by Lander [10]. We choose his
implementation because it does not make assumptions
about special hardware or operating system capabilities
(e.g. [17], [23]). He uses a two-pass rendering scheme in
which a dark silhouette is created in screen-space. This is
achieved by rendering back-facing polygons in wire-frame
mode with thick lines in the first rendering pass. In the
second rendering pass, a one-dimensional texture, which is
indexed by the normalised diffuse light component then
creates the desired banded shading by rendering filled,
textured front-facing polygons. An important point to note
here is that he does not explicitly determine whether a
given surface element is front-facing or back-facing,
because on modern graphic cards the cost for manual faceorientation determination is comparable to the cost of
rendering additional triangles. Furthermore, automatic
face-culling (for all faces) and displaylists (for the backfaces) which are available on all modern graphics cards,
are usually hardware-optimised and therefore preferable
for the standard approach.
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3. Specular Comic Rendering
3.1. General Solution
The theoretical extension of the lighting model is as trivial
as it is effective. By using a 2-D shading texture (Figure
2b) instead of a 1-D map (Figure 2a), we provide another
dimension to be indexed by the specular component. The
shininess value is to be applied before normalisation and
indexing. Possible 2-D shade textures are shown in Figure
2b) and c).

It should be noted at this stage that the above cost
calculations and those below will be slightly skewed when
implemented. This is due to the fact that part of the
algorithm will run on the host computer (e.g. custom
lighting calculations and manual face sorting), while other
parts will be executed mainly on the graphics-card (i.e.
rendering of triangles and face culling). We also find that
in some cases it might be faster to render more faces and
using a displaylist optimisation than rendering fewer faces
without a displaylist.
3.4. Face-Orientation Determination

Figure 2 : a) 1-D shade texture; b) 2-D shade texture; c)
example map

The correct way to establish face-orientation is to spawn a
vector from the viewer’s position to the centre of the face
under question and calculate the dot product of this vector
with the normal of the face. If this dot-product is negative,
then the face is front-facing otherwise it is back-facing.
Surprisingly, the traversal method used to flag faces into
front or back-facing has a significant impact on the
performance of the face-orientation determination stage.
Several of these methods are discussed next.

3.2. Problems

3.4.1. Marking Triangles during Triangle Traversal

Unfortunately it is not the dimensionality of the shademap that poses a problem, but the computation of the
indexing specular lighting value. As becomes evident from
Equation 1b), the specular component necessitates some
fairly heavy computational overhead, especially
considering that this expression has to be evaluated for
every vertex. This is compounded by the fact that, unlike
for the diffuse component, the specular component
considers the viewer’s position as well. While we believe
that this is what makes our approach visually so appealing,
it also places a heavy load on the system. We must
therefore find a solution, which remains visually close to
the more expensive version, but which can be evaluated
more efficiently.

We traverse all triangles of an object and mark each face
either front or back-facing. While doing so, we also mark
the vertices defining a front-facing triangle. Next, we
traverse the vertex-list and compute the lighting values for
marked vertices (i.e. only for those that are part of frontfacing triangles). We then render front and back-facing
triangles separately.

3.3. Geometric Redundancy
If we want to include a specular component into the comic
lighting model, we have to perform additional calculations
on each vertex and these calculations soon become the
dominating factor in the rendering process. For this reason
we decide to determine face-orientation with the following
goal in mind:

If we let b be the proportion of front-facing triangles and
(1-b) the proportion of back-facing triangles, we end up
with the following cost:
Tri {Face orientation} + b·Ver {lighting
values} + b·Tri {rendering front} +
(1-b)·Tri {rendering back} =
2·Tri + b·Ver

We assume that the percentage of front-facing triangles b
is equal to, or very close to, the percentage of vertices that
are part of front-facing triangles. We therefore reduce the
cost compared to the standard approach as long as b<1,
i.e. as long as not all faces are front-facing.
3.4.2. Marking Triangles during Vertex Traversal

Even though determination of face-orientation will
introduce a further load on the system, it would still
benefit us if this load were to be balanced by a decrease of
vertices that have to be included in the lighting
calculations as well as a decrease in triangles that have to
be rendered.
Evaluating the standard approach, where we are lacking
information about face-orientation, we have to compute
lighting values for each vertex and then render all triangles
twice (once for the silhouette and once for the interior).
The cost of the standard algorithm, where Ver signifies
computations per vertex and Tri computations per
Triangle, is thus:
Ver {lighting values} + 2·Tri {rendering
front&back}

© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2002.

Another, less obvious approach is to use the previous
approach backwards. We see if a vertex is front or backfacing and mark the attached triangles accordingly. The
reason why we would want to do that is because in a wellbehaved closed object, the number of vertices is much
smaller than the number of triangles [25]. For our
discussion, we define: The normal of an object-vertex is
the average of the normals of all triangles of which this
vertex is a part. This is the reason why we can infer, to
some extent, the orientation of a face from the orientation
of one of its vertices. Obviously, the normal of a vertex is
in most cases not equal to the normals of its attached
triangles, but for finely tessellated objects the difference is
small. This is important, because we are more concerned
about speeding up rendering for objects with many faces,
as smaller ones will render faster anyway.
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Our algorithm is then as follows: Traverse the vertex-list
and determine the orientation of a vertex. If it is frontfacing, perform the necessary lighting calculations and
mark the attached triangles as front-facing. Otherwise,
mark attached triangles as back-facing.

viewer but fails when object and viewer are in close
proximity. A typical example of resulting artefacts is
shown in Figure 3, where too few triangles are marked
front-facing.

The drawback of this approach is that many triangles can
be attached to one vertex (the inverse relation is much
more well-defined, as a triangle can only ever consist of
exactly three vertices) and so a lot of time is spent on remarking the same triangles.
3.4.3. Marking Triangles after Vertex Traversal
An alternative approach is to only check the vertices,
when triangles are rendered. This has the added advantage
that different rules can be applied to the rendering phase
that will result in varied visual quality and performance.
The rules we investigate are:
1. All three vertices of a triangle have to be frontfacing for the triangle to be considered front-facing
(this is the most restrictive condition and will render
the least triangles, resulting in the best performance
but may produce artefacts if the viewer is too close
to the object)
2. At least two vertices have to be front-facing
(possible artefacts, but fewer).
3. Only one vertex has to be front-facing (perfect).
The rule which is chosen can be changed dynamically at
run-time and made dependent on the distance of the
viewer to the object as well as the maximum deviation of a
vertex normal from its attached triangle normals (which
can be established upon loading the object-model). The
updated cost is therefore:

Figure 3 : Face sorting without perspective correction
at different distances to the object
To fully appreciate the situation and the origin of the holes
in the object as shown in Figure 3, we illustrate the
scenario in Figure 4a). We define our constant view-vector
as
r
V = C −V
where C is the centre of the Bounding box of the object
and V is the position of the viewer. If the viewer is close
to the object and near the edge of the bounding box, the
following situation may arise: A surface element S close
to the edge of the Bounding box has a normal Ns that
when compared with the normal of the view-vector NV
appears to point backwards, where actually it points
forward.

a)

Ver {Orientation Determination incl.
lighting1} + b·Tri {rendering front} +
(1-b)·Tri {rendering back} =
Ver + Tri

Using our new approach to face-orientation determination
we are able to achieve a significant increase in rendering
performance and introduce a level-of-detail measure that
allows for dynamic run-time adjustment of rendering
quality and performance.
3.5. Perspective Correction
As the costs in Section 3.4 only shows the geometric
elements considered, but not the computations involved
(which are more complex for the specular model, due to
its view-dependent nature), we seek another optimisation
that minimises the computational overhead.
To implement Equation 1b) correctly, a view-vector must
be calculated from the viewer’s position to each triangle or
vertex under consideration. We can greatly reduce the load
on the system if we assume the view-vector to be constant
throughout the object. Technically, under perspective
projection this approximation holds only true for a viewer
infinitely far away from an object and in practice is still
fairly good for objects that are relatively far from the
1

See Section 3.6 to see why we include the lighting
calculations in the orientation determination.

b)

Figure 4 : Explanation for Object holes: a) General
Example; b) angles of interest
In order to explain our solution to the problem, we use
another schematic, Figure 4b), which better shows the
angles involved. Here we place the viewer on the bottom
edge of the Bounding box (the most extreme position for
the viewer) where he or she would be able to move
towards or away from the object, thus changing angle α in
© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2002.
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the process. If we now consider a surface element at the
very bottom of the bounding box and almost parallel to the
lower edge, we see that the surface element and the viewvector form an angle β which is less than or equal to α.
Thus, if we include all faces that deviate by at most α
from the standard front-facing criterion (Dot-product of
view-vector with surface normal is negative) in the frontfaces, we are able to fill any holes that might appear due to
our approximation. As can easily be verified from Figure
4b),

a
sin α = r
V
where a is the side length of the Bounding Box (we take
the largest side-length as the most conservative measure,
which is the reason why we drew the Bounding Box as
square) and V, as above, the view-vector. We call α the
perspective angle or perspective correction angle, because
we offset our calculations by its value in order to
counteract the effects of perspective projection.
The meaning of offset is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a)
depicts the standard case, where the dot-product of the
view-vector and the surface-normal is shown as a cosine
curve and negative values indicate front facing surface
elements. At π/2 the two vectors are perpecdicular (N.B.
the x-units of π).

a)

our face-orientation determination, we investigate closer
the computations involved.
Considering a constant view-vector, the first term on the
right-hand-side of Equation 1b) is not vertex-dependent
and can therefore be computed once-off for a given
rendering pass. The second dot-product represents the
standard diffuse light component and is not considered an
additional overhead. The last dot-product is new, but
exactly what we use to determine the orientation of a
vertex and therefore already computed. This means that
what first appeared as a major overhead in terms of extra
computation, turns out to come for free with our new faceorientation technique. It should be noted that for large
values of the shininess value n, approximations or
optimisation should be used to limit the overhead of the
power computation.
We thus find that while the number of relevant geometric
elements is increased (compared to Section 3.4.3, which
lists better results than the standard solution), the
computations associated with each element are greatly
reduced. We therefore arrive at basically the same
performance as the standard solution (see Section 4 for
details).
A listing of the complete algorithm is shown in Listing 1.
4. Results
Figure 6 shows how our extension affects the rendering
result. Figure 6a) uses only a diffuse lighting component,
whereas Figure 6b) uses only a specular one. In both cases
the same shade-map was used. Figure 6c) shows the
composite result of using both diffuse and specular
lighting, while retaining a typical comic-style appearance.

b)
Figure 6 : a) Diffuse only; b) Specular only; c) Combined
diffuse and specular

Figure 5 : Determining Face orientation: a) Standard; b)
with correction offset
To accommodate for the perspective correction, we find
the perspective angle α as described above and take
cos(π/2 - α) (i.e. -sin(α), thus saving an addition) as the
new front-facing cut-off value (instead of zero). This is
illustrated in Figure 5b). We see that this results in more
front-facing triangles being detected, which is what we
needed to achieve.
For examples of how the view-vector approximation
affects the specular component visually, see Table 1.
3.6. Inherent Optimisation
Because the increase in triangles rendered due to our
perspective correction angle counteracts the benefits of
© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2002.

Figure 7 shows the individual performances of our
approaches in terms of frames per second vs. complexity
of the model2. The Gouraud trace represents the highest
attainable performance with comparable rendering settings
(i.e. texturing and lighting enabled). The standard comic
style performs second best with 40-450 fps. A totally
correct face-determination with per-vertex view-vector
computation renders slowest at 17-212 fps. The remaining
traces all use our view-vector approximation in connection
with the perspective correction angle. DurTri (marking
triangles during triangle-traversal) refers to Section 3.4.1
and demonstrates the improvement of using the viewvector approximation. DurVer refers to Section 3.4.2,
illustrating the benefit of our vertex face-orientation
measure. Finally, AfterVer refers to Section 3.4.3, also
using vertex face-orientation, but only checking faces
while they are rendered (implementing the most
conservative estimate, i.e. only one front-facing vertex per
triangle). We can see that this method is almost exactly as
fast as the standard comic method, i.e. we get the
additional light component virtually for free. The less
2

Tested on Intel® PentiumII 500Mhz with GeForce 256®
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conservative rules, (two or three front-facing vertices per
triangle) which are applicable for distances between
viewer and object of several bounding-box lengths,
slightly outperform the standard approach for all object
resolutions (the difference is too small to be shown here).
Performance Comparison

1000

FPS

Std. Comic

481 443
426

400
275

AfterVer

167
212
119

71
DurVer

32

We successfully addressed the considerable computational
overhead associated with this extension by implementing
two geometric approximations, which improve rendering
performance greatly, without impacting noticeably on the
visual quality of our rendered scenes.
The first approximation, which we call vertex faceorientation measure, allows us to substantially decrease
the number of computations necessary to determine face
orientation by considering vertices instead of faces. This
measure is run-time adjustable and can be used to trade off
visual fidelity against rendering performance.

Gouraud

163

100

which adds to the visual range and appeal as well as the
interaction dynamics of objects rendered in this style.

DurTri
Correct

17
10
100

1000
Gouraud

Std. Comic

Triangles
Correct

10000
DurTri

100000

DurVer

AfterVer

Figure 7 : Performance of Approaches
Figure 8 shows the percentage of triangles (T) or vertices
(V) that are considered front-facing by the orientation
determination methods. The Correct trace shows the
actual number of front-faces under perspective projection
using per-triangle view-vector calculations. As expected,
this trace remains roughly at around 50%3. DurTri already
detects many more triangles as front-facing (again, this
includes the view-vector approximation). The next two
methods detect the same amount of front-faces, but as we
know from Figure 7, AfterVer performs faster than
DurVer. Additionally, we trace the percentage of frontfacing vertices for the latter two methods, to show that the
percentage of vertices to be included in the lighting
calculations is actually lower than the percentage of
triangles rendered. The shape of the method-traces
reiterates the fact that our solution favours large models,
for which an optimisation is more urgently needed.
Proportion of Front-Facing elements detected
100%
80%

DurVer&AfterVer97% 97%95% 92%
(Triangles)

89%

83% 82%
80% 78%

77%

52% 53%49%

47%

DurVer&AfterVer
(Vertices)
DurTri (Triangles)

60%
40%

49%

45%

1000
Correct(T)
DurVer(T)

Triangles
DurTri(T)
AfterVer(T)

10000

100000

AfterVer(V)

Figure 8 : Proportion of front-facing elements per method
Visual examples of our extended comic renderer along
with the shade-maps used are shown in Figure 9. While a),
b), c), h), i) & k) show typical examples of specular comic
rendering, we can also produce totally new styles, like the
near-stippling in d). The great range of possibilities is
demonstrated by comparing e) (metallic) with f) & g)
(duo-tone). All images were rendered with exactly the
same algorithm, but varying the shade-texture used.
5. Conclusion
We have extended the established comic rendering style in
a novel way by including a specular light component,
3

In summary, we find that using both the perspective
correction angle and the vertex face-orientation
approximations, we render within 12% of the standard
solution to comic style rendering and even outperform the
standard approach for models of 10,000 triangles and
more. We also show that our combined optimisations
increase performance compared to the correct view-vector
implementation by 90-140%. In absolute terms, we can
render objects of 580-10,600 triangles at 41-400 frames
per second including a specular component on home-level
PCs.

Figure 1: Gundam Robots © Sotsu Agency/Sunrise, Viz
Communcications, Inc. Automobiles and plane: Bruce
LaFontaine, Dover Coloring Books (ISBN:04864/08027,
18634&10374).

Correct (Triangles)

20%
0%
100

Both approximations are generally applicable in situations
where rendering speed is of greater importance than a
realistic lighting simulation, and are shown to be ideally
suited for specular comic rendering.
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87%

73%

The second approximation, which we call perspective
correction angle, eliminates per-face view-vector
calculations at the cost of an increased number of triangles
to be rendered. On all systems tested, this trade-off
performs favourable.

The expected value depends on object symmetry and
relative positions and orientation of object to viewer.

All object models publicly available. Figure 4a (www.itsming.com); Figure 9: a, c, i (www.3dcafe.com); d, k
(www.3dup.com); g, h (www.meta3d.com); b, e, f
(gasa.dcea.fct.unl.pt/carita/modelos)
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Let L = Light Vector
Let NX = Normal (at x = Vertex, Triangle, etc.)
Let R(x,y) = Reflection Vector of x on surface with normal y
Let View = View Vector
Render
// calculate customised lighting and face orientation at the same time
dotLV = L.View
// constant for constant view-vector
Compute angleOffset
// used for perspective correction
For each Vertex V do
dotNV = NV.View
// determines orientation of vertex
If(dotNV<angleOffset) // if vertex is front-facing
dotNL = NV.L
// compute only if necessary
dotRV = dotLV-2.0*dotNL*dotNV // compute only if necessary
setFrontFlag(V)
If (dotProd>-angOffset) setIntermediateFlag(V) // also render with the backs
Else
setBackFlag(V)
End If
Next Vertex
For each Triangle T do
// render solid interior
If (FrontCondition (V2(T),V2(T),V3(T))) // if front-facing rule applies
Draw T
// Draw triangle in fill-mode with shading applied
End If
// through the use of a texture-map that is indexed
Next Triangle
// by previous lighting calculations.
For each Triangle T do
// render silhouette
If (BackCondition (V2(T),V2(T),V3(T))) // if back-facing rule applies
Draw T
// Draw triangle in wireframe-mode
End If
// as back-faces are neither viewer nor light dependent we may get
Next Triangle
// better performance rendering all triangles using a displaylist
End Render

Listing 1 : Enhanced comic rendering algorithm
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Winnemöller and Bangay / Specular Comic Shading

n=2

n=12

Approx.

Exact

n=1

Table 1 : Visual comparison of exact view-vector method vs. approximation for different shininess values.
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Figure 9 : Various examples with different Shade Maps
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